
OFFERINGS

SPEAKING TOPICSHasan Davis J.D. is a Hope Dealer with more
than 30 years of experience motivating youth &
adults, from all walks of life, across the country
and around the world. Now, Hasan is ready to
partner with you. His early challenges included
ADHD, Dyslexia, pre-teen arrest & expulsion from
alternative School but Hasan decided to trade
the life he was barely surviving for a life he could
hardly imagine. Earning a GED, a B.A in
Communications & his Law Degree, Hasan has
become an Author, a national leader in Juvenile
Justice reform, a renowned Living History
presenter & a champion of Inclusive Education. 

“Hasan inspired me tremendously. 
He brings out the inner-hero in us all. 
Hasan, Thank you for rejuvenating my spirit!”
- Kurt Morgan, Juvenile Supervision Officer

“I have been attending Leadership/Professional
Development Symposiums for the past 23 years
and you are the best speaker I’ve ever heard.”
- JoAnne G., Clay County Schools

CONFERENCE WORKSHOP 

Hasan offers a range of
workshops on creative
and effective youth
engagement strategies.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Whether he is kicking off
or closing out your
conference or meeting,
Hasan will leave your
participant fired up and
ready for action!

LIVING HISTORY
PROGRAMMING

Bring History Alive with
one of Hasan’s Dynamic
Chautauqua programs.

MULTI-DAY RESIDENCY 

Partnering with schools &
other youth service
agencies Hasan can
provide extended
programming across the
district and community.

BLACK HISTORY ALIVE
Hasan uses his unique gifts as a storyteller &
performer to introduce audiences to America’s
History through the eyes and experiences of little
known or unknown but ever present heroes like
York, the only African- American member of the
Lewis and Clark Expedition and A.A. Burleigh who
escaped enslavement at 16 to join the Union Army
and fight in the Civil War. These stories reinforce
the true strength of America that has always
come from its diversity.

HOPE, PERSIST, OVERCOME
Hasan has an amazing message for youth and
adults who have faced difficult times. Highlighting
his own struggles and the strategies that he used
to not just survive but thrive, Hasan is ready to
have some “ Real Talk” about what it takes to start
where you are and go where you dream.

PAGES FROM A HOPE DEALER HANDBOOK
For those who have committed to improving the
lives and opportunity for others, Hasan shares the
inspiring strategies that his Hope Dealers used to
move him along the path from Hasan Davis
Juvenile Delinquent to Hasan Davis Juris Doctor.
To do this work, Hope is mandatory, because you
cannot give what you don’t have.

WWW.HASANDAVIS.COM   

Hasan Davis portrays York of the Lewis and Clark Expedition. 

hasan@hasandavis.com
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